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ABOUT CLASSLESS ACT
Derek Day– vocals 

Dane Pieper – guitars 
Griffin Tucker - guitars 
Franco Gravante – bass 

Chuck McKissock - drums 

In an era where algorithms decide what’s on your screen, it’s easy to feel like the people behind the glass are 
designed for you - but what if instead they were destined for you? For the members of Classless Act, a bright 
new band whose members are from all over the globe -- Poland, Hawaii, Los Angeles, Argentina, Dallas -- this 
seems to be the case. 

Formed in 2018 and consisting of five former strangers who met via social media, Classless Act -- Derek Day/
vocals, Dane Pieper/guitar, Griffin Tucker/guitar, Franco Gravante/bass, and Chuck McKissock/drums --
quickly formed a brotherhood bonded through a series of double-taps, DM’s, and tagged comments. Their 
music echoes the hallmarks of previous generations - anthemic rhythms, shreddy guitars, and soaring vocals - 
but punches its way into the future with clever arrangements, sharp musicianship, and profi-cient songwriting; 
and, according to one writer, "...enough energy to power a city."  

Already making noise in the industry, the band has worked with world-class producers like Bob Rock, Michael 
Beinhorn and Joe Chiccarrelli, who have helped craft hits for the likes of The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Met-
allica, Soundgarden, and The White Stripes. The band recently landed a deal with Better Noise Music, Media-
base and Billboard’s #1 rock label for 2021, and their debut album, Welcome to the Show, will be released 
June 24, 2022. Having been invited to join the line-up on The Stadium Tour, this summer's 39-date, co-head-
line trek with Motley Crue and Def Leppard, Classless Act is well on its way to achieving its collective goal - 
being a next-generation defining act. 
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